HAWLEMONT REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

Hawlemont Regional Elementary School

Immediate Opening

**HAY Coordinator Long-term Substitute:** The Hawlemont Regional School District is seeking a qualified individual to serve as Long-term Substitute as the HAY (Hawlemont, Agriculture and You) Coordinator at Hawlemont Regional Elementary School beginning immediately. Hawlemont provides an innovative elementary education through hands-on, experiential learning that combines agriculture with traditional curriculum. Expectations include weekly agricultural classes with PK-6 grades, management of gardens, and coordination of agricultural events.

Applicants should send a cover letter, resume, certification, and recommendations to: ktotman@mtrsd.org. Applications deadline: open until candidate appointed. The school district does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, gender identity, disability.

Posted: 12/20/2021